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Observation of the antarctic
east wind drift current by

using tabular icebergs
tracked by satellite
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Previous experiments (Tchernia 1974 and 1977; Tchernia
and Jeannin 1980) have shown that by means of radio-
beacons fitted to a navigation satellite (Eole-Nimbus F.) it is
possible to follow day by day the track of an antarctic
tabular iceberg embedded in the drift currents encircling
the antarctic continent for about 1 year and over a range of
2,000 nautical miles.

Although knowledge of the West Wind Drift has been
greatly improved in the last 15 years, we still know very
little about the East Wind Drift running throughout the
southernmost area of the antarctic ocean. Our ignorance is
due mainly to ice conditions that make oceanographic
observations difficult in the short antarctic summer and
impossible the rest of the year.

This is, however, the region where the exchanges be-
tween the atmosphere and the ocean are the most active
and effective, and the region where antarctic bottom water
and antarctic intermediate water get their fundamental
characteristics. To know more about the conditions of their
formation, we should become better acquainted with the
local circulation.

Drifting buoys cannot be used in the pack ice; the drift-
ing tabular icebergs appear to be the only reliable mobile
platform that can be used as a possible indicator of the
surface and near-surface currents (0 to 200-250 meters). Our
previous observations show that between 1400 and 100°E,
south of 64°S, the general trend of the East Wind Drift
current is westward and more or less parallel to the coast-
line. We also observed, however, that between 100°E and

85°E this westward current, on approaching the Kerguelen
Plateau, presents a recurvature or U-turn establishing, be-
tween 62° and 64°S, a connection between the two parallel
and converse drift currents of the Antarctic Ocean. Up to
now, such an interconnection was known to exist only in
the northern region of the Weddell Sea.

The purpose of our present and future investigations is to
learn whether there are other such interconnections in the
area not yet explored with this technique (140°E to 80°W),
particularly off the Ross Sea.

The area between 80° and 130°W, south of 70°S, is very
difficult to reach because of ice conditions, but it is easier
between 130°W and 140°E. The Division of Polar Programs,
National Science Foundation, agreed to help us, and two
French radio beacons (1068 and 1069) were sent to the
usccc Polar Sea in Seattle. On 21 January 1980 they were set
up on two icebergs drifting near 75°30'S 162°W and posi-
tioned by TIROS N-ARGOS. For unknown reasons 1069 was no
longer working after 8 days and drifting only 17 nautical
miles to the east; 1068 was still active as of 15 September
1980.

In the first 17 months, the track of this iceberg showed a
general tendency to the north northwest, in zig-zagging
between 159° and 162°W. On 15 September it was 450
nautical miles from its starting position. This is too short a
time to draw any definite indication from this track. We
hope to be able to give more information by next year and
also hope to mark other icebergs in the same surroundings
during the next antarctic summer.

This work is supported by the French agency for
space studies (cNEs) and helped by the National Science
Foundation.
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